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Abstract
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithms
for continuous action spaces are known to be
brittle toward hyperparameters as well as sam-
ple inefficient. Soft Actor Critic (SAC) proposes
an off-policy deep actor critic algorithm within
the maximum entropy RL framework which of-
fers greater stability and empirical gains. The
choice of policy distribution, a factored Gaussian,
is motivated by its easy re-parametrization rather
than its modeling power. We introduce Normal-
izing Flow policies within the SAC framework
that learn more expressive classes of policies than
simple factored Gaussians. We show empirically
on continuous grid world tasks that our approach
increases stability and is better suited to difficult
exploration in sparse reward settings.
1. Introduction
Policy Gradient methods have been the defacto gold stan-
dard for scaling up Reinforcement Learning with non-linear
function approximation. In continuous control tasks stochas-
tic policies have the added benefit of permitting on-policy
exploration and learning from sampled experience in an
off-policy manner (Heess et al., 2015). Soft Actor Critic
presents a stable model free DRL algorithm which aug-
ments the standard maximum reward Reinforcement Learn-
ing objective with an entropy maximization term (Haarnoja
et al., 2018). SAC allows for the learning of policies that
maximize both expected reward and policy entropy which
aids in stability, exploration and robustness (Ziebart et al.,
2008; Ziebart, 2010). Nevertheless, most stochastic policies
are Gaussian policies that make use of the reparameteriza-
tion trick in generative modeling to directly optimize dis-
tributional parameters via the pathwise gradient estimator
(Schulman et al., 2015). While computationally attractive,
Gaussian policies have limited modeling expressivity i.e.
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only policies that are diagonal Gaussians. In many learning
tasks the choice of target policy can be a limiting assump-
tion. For instance, in real world robotics tasks where actions
may correspond to bounded joint angles due to physical
constraints, a Beta policy has been shown to converge faster
and to better policies (Chou et al., 2017).
In this paper, we analyze the utility of modeling stochastic
policies using different probability distributions for contin-
uous control tasks. In most cases the form of the optimal
policy is not known a priori and thus picking an appropriate
distribution for modeling stochastic policies can be difficult
without domain specific knowledge. We propose to bypass
this modeling bottleneck by introducing Normalizing Flow
policies that define a sequence of invertible transformations
that map a sample from a simple density to a more complex
density via the change of variable formula for probability
distributions (Rezende & Mohamed, 2015). In short, these
policies can learn arbitrarily complex distributions but still
retain the attractive properties of sampling from a simple
distribution such as a reparameterized Gaussian and having
a defined density making it amenable to the maximum en-
tropy RL framework. While past work applies Normalizing
flows for on-policy learning (Tang & Agrawal, 2018), we
instead apply Normalizing Flows to Soft Actor Critic. We
argue the use of Normalizing Flows is a natural choice as the
squashing function used in SAC to enforce action bounds
can be viewed as a simple one layer flow. Extending SAC
with multiple and more complex flow models is the core
contribution of this work. We empirically evaluate our work
on continuous grid world environments with both dense
and sparse rewards and find that Normalizing Flow policies
converge faster and to higher rewards.
2. Preliminaries
Maximum Entropy Reinforcement Learning. The Rein-
forcement Learning problem can be formulated as a Markov
decision process (MDP) (Sutton & Barto, 1998) which is
defined by a tuple < S,A, p, r, γ > where S is the state
space, A is the continuous action space, p : S ×A → PS is
the state transition distribution, r : S × A → [rmin, rmax]
is a bounded reward emitted by the environment, and finally
γ is the discount factor. Maximum entropy RL adds an en-
tropy term, H(pi(·|s)), as a regularizer (Ziebart et al., 2008)
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and leads to a modified formulation of the policy gradient
objective
J(pi) =
T∑
t=0
E
st∼p
at∼pi
[r(st, at) + αH(pi(·|s))].
Soft Actor Critic. Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) is a policy gra-
dient algorithm that combines several recent approaches
in RL including function approximation using Neural Net-
works, Double Q-learning (Van Hasselt et al., 2016) and
entropy-regularized rewards to produce an off-policy actor-
critic algorithm that is both sample efficient and emphasizes
exploration (Haarnoja et al., 2018).
SAC learns three functions; two value functions Qpiθφ (s, a)
and V piθψ (s) playing the role of critics, and the target pol-
icy piθ, referred to as the actor. The Qφ network can
be learnt by minimizing a mean squared bootstrapped es-
timate (MSBE) while the value network, Vψ, is learnt
by minimizing the squared residual error. The policy in
SAC is a reparametrized Gaussian with a squashing func-
tion: at = fθ(st; t) = tanh(µθ(st) + σθ(st) · t) where
t ∼ N (0, I). Finally, the policy parameters can be learnt
by maximizing the boostrapped entropy regularized reward.
Stochastic Computation Graphs. Stochastic Computa-
tion Graphs (John Schulman, 2015) provide a formal-
ism for estimating the gradient of a stochastic function
with learnable parameters by constructing directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs). Consider for example a continuous ran-
dom variable Z parameterized by θ, where the objective
is to minimize the expected cost L(θ) = Ez∼pθ [f(z)]
for some cost function f(z). The gradient is defined as
∇θL(θ) = ∇θ Ez∼pθ [f(z)]. The REINFORCE estima-
tor uses the property ∇θpθ(z) = pθ(z)∇θ log(pθ(z)) to
re-write the gradient of the expected cost as ∇θL(θ) =
Ez∼pθ [f(z)∇θ log(pθ(z))] which we can estimate using
Monte Carlo estimation (Williams, 1992). In cases where f
is differentiable and pθ can be reparameterized through a
deterministic function, z = g(, θ), a low variance gradient
estimate can be be computed by shifting the stochasticity
from the distributional parameters to a standardized noise
model,  (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014).
Specifically, we can rewrite the gradient computation as
∇θL(θ) = E[∇gf(g(, θ))∇θg(, θ)].
Normalizing Flows. Given a parametrized density a nor-
malizing flow defines a sequence of invertible transfor-
mations to a more complex density over the same space
via the change of variable formula for probability distri-
butions (Rezende & Mohamed, 2015). Starting from a
sample from a base distribution, z0 ∼ p(z), a mapping
f : Rd → Rd, with parameters θ that is both invertible
and smooth, the log density of z′ = f(z0) is defined as
log pθ(z
′) = log p(z0)− log det
∣∣∣∂f∂z ∣∣∣.
Here, pθ(z′) is the probability of the transformed sample
and ∂f/∂x is the Jacobian of f . To construct arbitrar-
ily complex densities a sequence of functions, a flow, is
defined and the change of density for each of these in-
vertible transformations is applied. Thus the final sam-
ple from a flow is given by zk = fK ◦ fK−1... ◦ f1(z0)
and its corresponding density can be determined simply by
ln pθ(zK) = ln p(z0)−
∑K
k=1 ln det
∣∣∣ ∂fk∂zk−1 ∣∣∣. While there
are many different choices for the transformation function,
f , in this work we consider only RealNVP based flows as
presented in (Dinh et al., 2016) due to their simplicity.
3. Method
Connection with SAC. We motivate our approach by ob-
serving the existing relationship between sampling an action
in SAC and the change of variable formula for probability
distributions. As outlined in Section 2, a sampled action
in SAC is taken from a reparametrized Gaussian distribu-
tion after a squashing function is applied. The squashing
function, tanh, is a bijective mapping, transforming a sam-
ple from a Gaussian distribution with infinite support to
one with bounded support in (−1, 1). Let u ∈ RD be
the sample from the Gaussian distribution conditioned on
some state s, then the log density of the action is given by
log pi(a|s) = u(a|s)−∑Di=1 log(1− tanh(ui)2), where the
right term is the log determinant of the Jacobian of tanh
applied component-wise. Consequently, the squashing func-
tion is a one layer Normalizing Flow.
Normalizing Flow Policies. We now present how to con-
struct Normalizing Flow policies within the SAC frame-
work. To define the policy, pi(a|s), we first encode the
state using a neural network which is then used to define
the base distribution z0. In principle, z0 can be any prob-
ability distribution and learning can use the general RE-
INFORCE gradient estimator. However, choosing a distri-
bution with an available reparametrization allows for em-
pirically lower variance gradient estimates and increased
stability, a fact we verify in Section 4. Similar to SAC
we choose z0 to be a Gaussian distribution whose parame-
ters are defined by a state-dependent neural network. Un-
like SAC, we do not apply a squashing function after sam-
pling from z0, but instead apply a sequence of invertible
transformations that define the flow; after which we ap-
ply the squashing function. We use a modified RealNVP
style invertible transformations to define each flow layer
fi. Thus, the final sampled action is given by pi(a|s) =
tanh(fk ◦ ... ◦ f1(µθ(s) + σθ(s) · )). Let u(a|s) = z0 be
the sampled intermediate action from the reparametrized
Gaussian. The corresponding log density of a, under the
Normalizing Flow is simply log pi(a|s) = log p(z0) −∑k
i=1(log det
∣∣∣ ∂fk∂zi−1 ∣∣∣) −∑Di=1 log(1 − tanh(zki)2). As
the final output action has a well defined density it is easy to
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Figure 1. A sampled action from a Normalizing Flow policies
compute the entropy of the policy through sampling. This
fact allows Normalizing Flow policies to be a convenient re-
placement for Gaussian policies within SAC and maximum
entropy RL.
Stabilizing Tricks. While the formulation above is not the
only choice for defining a Normalizing Flow policy it is
significantly more stable than the one presented in (Tang
& Agrawal, 2018). We implement the state encoder as a
reparametrized Gaussian which consistently leads to stable
behavior after applying a few simple tricks that we now
detail. We apply a series of tricks taken from the generative
modeling literature to further stabilize training. Specifically,
we use weight clipping for the policy parameters to enforce
1-Lipschitzness as demonstrated in Wasserstein GAN (Ar-
jovsky et al., 2017). From a practical perspective weight
clipping prevents any parameter in the policy from over-
flowing due to numerical precision. We hypothesize such
phenomena is exacerbated in the RL setting because using
a more expressive policy enables sampling extreme values
before the squashing function. Furthermore, RealNVP uses
a BatchNorm layer (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) as part of its
flow. Empirically, we observe the log standard deviation of
the batch can also overflow. Thus we omit the BatchNorm
layer completely from our flow.
4. Experiments
We investigate the limitations of imposing a fixed family
of probability distributions for continuous control tasks in
Reinforcement Learning 1. To this end, we compare various
implementations of SAC that modify the family of distribu-
tions used. Through our experiments we seek to answer the
following questions:
(Q1) What is the impact of picking a specific family of
distributions on performance?
(Q2) What is the effect of different gradient estimators on
1Code: https://github.com/joeybose/FloRL
the learned policy and return?
(Q3) How does exploration behavior change when using a
more expressive class of policy distributions?
Setup and Environment. We compare variations of SAC
that include modeling the policy distribution by a Normaliz-
ing Flow, a factored Gaussian (the current method used in
practice) and different reparametrizable distributions such
as the Exponential distribution. We also consider two varia-
tions of parameter updates; the REINFORCE update and the
pathwise gradient estimator. The chosen RL environment
is a continuous two-dimensional grid world introduced by
(Oh et al., 2017). The goal of the continuous grid world task
is for the agent, whose trajectory begins at a fixed starting
point, to maximize its discounted reward for the duration of
a 500 timestep episode. We experiment on two versions of
this environment; a continuous grid world of size 150× 150
units with sparse and dense rewards. Both environments
have the same start state indicated by the green point and
grey walls that the agent cannot pass as shown in Fig. 2.
The sparse reward environment is composed of a single goal
state of value 100.0, the red point, whereas the dense reward
environment includes additional sub-goal states of value 5.0
indicated as yellow points. These rewards are per timestep,
meaning an agent can stay in a reward state until the end of
the episode consisting of 500 timesteps.
Results. We now address questions (Q1-Q3).
Q1. Empirically we observe that the choice of distribution
significantly impacts model performance Fig. 3. In dense
reward settings, the Gaussian policy consistently converges
quickly to an optimal policy while on sparse rewards it fails
to find a solution within the first 100k steps. The Exponen-
tial policy does significantly worse than the Gaussian and
only begins to learn near the end of training, indicating the
choice of distribution does matter for this task. Overall, we
find that the Normalizing flows achieves a reasonable trade-
off when considering both environments since it manages
to get comparable performance to the Gaussian policy in
the dense rewards settings but, more importantly, performs
significantly better, i.e. reaching the goal state before any
other distribution, when run with sparse rewards.
Q2. In all of our experiments, we observe that the RE-
INFORCE gradient estimate leads to higher variance in
performance Fig. 3. However both REINFORCE and
reparametrized policies converge to a similar reward.
Q3. In Dense reward settings all three policy variations
converge to the first sub-goal Fig. 2. We notice the Nor-
malizing Flow policy does not explore the environment far
beyond the first and second sub-goals while both the Gaus-
sian Policies tend to explore regions where no rewards are
present. In Sparse reward settings we see that Normalizing
Flow policies explore regions close to the goal state while
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Figure 2. Heatmaps for various policies in SAC on Dense (Top) and Sparse (Bottom) reward settings. The grey areas indicate impassable
walls. The start and goal states are shown as green and red points respectively. Sub-goal states are depicted as yellow points. Left
Gaussian Policy with REINFORCE. Middle Gaussian Policy with Reparametrization. Right Normalizing Flow Policy
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Figure 3. Performance of SAC with various policies and gradient
estimators on Continuous Grid World. All runs are averaged over
three runs and the shaded region represents one standard deviation.
both Gaussian policies only explore locally and far from the
goal state, as substantiated in Fig. 3.
5. Discussion and conclusion
We introduce Normalizing Flow policies within the maxi-
mum entropy RL framework. Specifically, we replace Gaus-
sian policies in Soft Actor Critic with modified RealNVP
flows. In essence, Normalizing Flow policies have the abil-
ity to model more expressive classes of policies while main-
taining the benefit of Gaussian policies, i.e. easy to sam-
ple from and having a defined probability density. We also
present a few stabilizing tricks that enable training Normaliz-
ing Flow policies in the RL setting. Empirically, we observe
that our approach has the ability to explore sparse reward
continuous gridworld settings in a more efficient manner
than Gaussian or Exponential policies, in some cases finding
the optimal reward almost immediately. Additionally, our
Normalizing Flow approach comes with minimal added cost
on dense reward settings since our approach converges to
the optimal reward at a rate similar to the Gaussian policy.
In terms of directions for future work, one important design
decision is the choice of architecture when defining the Nor-
malizing Flow. In this work, we considered Flows based on
the RealNVP architecture but applying more recent variants
such as Glow (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018), NAF (Huang
et al., 2018), and FFJORD (Grathwohl et al., 2018) to the
RL setting is a natural direction for future work.
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